186	Notes
11.   carte blanche : (French) ' a free hand '.
28.   Egyptians : showing Bruce's real interests as a * Granges
in modern civilization '.
page 44. 15-16. I don I know what they want : while actually
in his skit he had written just what the vulgar were craving for,
23-24. carle blanche—cartes scrrces : a play on two meanings
of * carte ' in French ; in the firs I a plain card, in the second
a playing card. The idioms may be translated: 'a free hand—-
with the cards packed in my favour \
25-26.   rough-shaped : put in rough form, from his experience
of that kind of writing.    ( Rough it out' means ' outline it '.
page 45.   15-16.   to rise : metaphor from fishing ; ' to the bait'
understood.   Played them is used of fishing too, letting out and
drawing in the line as the fish struggles and grows tired
page 46.   3.   how the deuce : (slang) deuce—devil.
page 47.   10.   good books ; the usual colloquialism is  f to be
in his good books ', i.e. in favour.
 18.	prickly : touchy, sensitive.
 19.	beating about the bushes ; the usual colloquialism is f to
beat about the bush ',  i.e.  talk of other things and gradually
lead to  the  subject.   Use  it negatively:    * Do not  beat about
the bush.7
page 48. 21. Tainted source : from a vulgar or immoral
source. The speaker answers what he imagines his friend must
think. When he finds how wrong he is, he runs.
page 49, 19. followed by the cat : even the animal felt an
explosion coming. Whether it was of laughter or wrath, we are
left to imagine.
VII.   TRIBUTE
the theme of this story may be illustrated by a remarkable
paragraph from Ruskin's Munera Pwltjeris ; ' . . . . capitalists,
when tliey do not know what to do with their money, persuade
the peasants, in various countries, that the said peasants want
guns to shoot each other with. The peasants accordingly borrow
guns, out of the manufacture of which the capitalists get a
percentage, and men of science much amusement and credit.
Then the peasants shoot a certain number of each other, until

